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[Intro] 
Baby, Up To Di Time (So mi a sey, Up To time) 
Eh how yuh so stress free (You know its Kartel,
representing..) 
Baby, Up To Di Time (The Ladies that are as stress free
as possible) 
Eh!! 
So yuh see dem gal dey 
Eh watch dem, stress a kill dem 
Dem want, Tylenol, Advil Dem 
But a coulda wha mad dem 
Too much man tea bag dem 

[Verse 1] 
Louie Vuitton yuh putting it on 
If a Gucci, Armani yuh fitting it on 
Your style every gal in di city demand 
Yuh got Vicky Sea (Victoria Secrets) brazier fi ??? 
Smile teeth nuh yellow like Amani Corn 
Yuh face scrub a noxema yuh rubbin it on (wash it) 
Village Cafe, yuh rubbin it on 
Why she fuck an a wait pon di duppy fi born 

[Chorus] 
Stress free yuh 'ave di serial 
Stress free baby, Good material 
Skin smooth eeh, You a wha barbie doll 
Yuh nah'affi hide yuh face like bin laden gal 
Stress free yuh 'ave di serial 
Stress free baby, Good material 
Skin smooth eeh, You a wha barbie doll 
Yuh nah'affi hide yuh face like bin laden gal 

[Verse 2] 
Stress free beat yuh Smirnoff or yuh Kani 
Bogle want you, likewise like John Hype 
But yuh nah pass onto hand like Shammi 
Roll official like Carlene & Dani 
Sadiki & G-unit a plan-i 
Sey dem waan jiggy yuh body ??? 
To how yuh hot, ice melt when yuh lan-i 
Junglist, Rockforth, Waterford gal 
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[Chorus] 
Stress free yuh 'ave di serial 
Stress free baby, Good material 
Skin smooth eeh, You a wha barbie doll 
Yuh nah'affi hide yuh face like bin laden gal 
Stress free yuh 'ave di serial 
Stress free baby, Good material 
Skin smooth eeh, You a wha barbie doll 
Yuh nah'affi hide yuh face like bin laden gal 

[Verse 1] 
Louie Vuitton yuh putting it on 
If a Gucci, Armani yuh fitting it on 
Your style every gal in di city demand 
Yuh got Vicky Sea (Victoria Secrets) brazier fi ??? 
Smile teeth nuh yellow like Amani Corn 
Yuh face scrub a noxema yuh rubbin it on (wash it) 
Village Cafe, yuh rubbin it on 
Why she fuck an a wait pon di duppy fi born 

[Outro] 
Baby, Up To Di Time 
Eh how yuh so stress free 
Baby, Up To Di Time 
Yo
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